
CleanAirKits Brisk Box
instructions

Brisk Box kit includes CoolMaster Sickleflow PC fans, 4-6 fan wiring harness, 
USBC to 12V DC barrel adapter, and 20W USBC PD/QC3.0 wall charger. 
Also included are fan push pins, fan grills, zip ties, duct tape, strain-relief 
grommet, and corrugated plastic panels (one precut for fan installation).

*Sold Separately: four 12x20 or 12x24” Filtrete MPR1085, 1500, 1900, 2200 or 2500

Place fan grills over the precut holes 
(raised side faces outwards) on what will 
become the top panel of the Brisk Box.

Firmly attach fan grills to the top fan 
plate with push pins provided, four for 
each fan grill.

Flip the fan panel over and arrange fans over 
pins with printed specs on fan hubs facing
the fan grills.  Holographic stickers will face 
into the assembled box so fans blow outward.

Rotate the fans so their cables exit 
toward the center of the fan panel.  Push
fans firmly onto push pins. Plug each
fan socket into the cable harness.
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Plug in and enjoy!

Unwrap all air filters. Using the duct tape provided, vertically tape together 
the four filters to the end panel provided then tape the fan panel to the 
top of the now attached filter tower. Arrows printed on filters should face 
into the box. All edges should be completly sealed with duct tape. 

(Check illustration for proper filter placement)

Final inspection: before taping all sides together. 
Inspect all sides carefully. Tighten all push 
pins, power connections and the fans are flush 
with the fan panel.

With the fan panel completed, attach 
the 12 volt power supply to the cable 
on the top of the fan panel, all fans 
should be working when plugged into 
a power supply, if not check connections.

Push barrel end of cable harness through  
half inch hole provided in top plate.  Firmly
close the two part grommet around cable 
and snap into the hole..

Each corner of the fan should be flush with the 
underside of fan plate. Carefully tuck fan cables 
between fans and secure with zipties through 
the holes in back of fans.  Make sure cables
cannot stray into fan blades.
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